Twisted curves in R' are those which have independent derivatives up to order m . For plane and spatial curves the twisted condition is equivalent to never vanishing curvature and torsion respectively. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a (q, p)-curve on a torus to be twisted, and use those curves to construct closed twisted curves in R'" for all m .
INTRODUCTION
The concept of order m singularity which involves higher order derivatives was introduced by E. Cartan and has been developed by several authors. Important references on this subject are [16] and [5] , where standard notions and results such as tangent bundle, immersion, and the Whitney theorem are extended to order m and some relationships with differential geometry are described.
For curves in R" the m-tangent space at a point is generated by its derivatives up to order m. If these vectors are linearly dependent at some point, we have a singularity of order m . Straight lines are only nonsingular of order 1. Plane curves are nonsingular of order 2 if and only if they have nowhere vanishing curvature. Points of null torsion are third order singularities for curves in space.
Likewise, an order m singularity of a curve in R'" is a point where it fails to "curve" sufficiently. This idea can be stated precisely using higher order curvatures.
Order m nonsingular curves in R'" are those having nowhere vanishing curvature of order m -1 , and we may call them twisted.
The four-vertex theorem in its spatial version [2] shows that simple closed nonvanishing torsion curves lying on strictly convex surfaces in space do not exist. This leads us to look for such curves, for example, spiraling on a torus. The (q, p)-cuxrve spirals around the torus p times in the "vertical" sense while spiraling q times in the "horizontal" sense. We show (Proposition 1) that the (q, p)-curve on a standard torus with radii in proportion to a > 1 has 206 SUELI I. RODRIGUES COSTA 1 1~1 nonvanishing torsion if and only if for n = Ç-, we have n" > 1 and ~" + < a < n + 1.
There exist only four classes of homotopy among closed curves of nonvanishing torsion in R [13] . For the curves on the torus described above, the representatives of these classes are given by n positive or negative and by even or odd p A-q .
For even values of m , closed twisted curves in R'" (and with constant curvature up to m -I) arise naturally as geodesies on flat tori. For odd values of m , closed curves with constant nonvanishing curvatures do not exist [1] . Starting from curves with nonvanishing torsion on a torus, we give a construction of closed twisted curves in Rm for odd m ( §2).
Closed twisted curves in space
We consider here C curves p. : I -> R such that their derivatives p and p are everywhere linearly independent, and we denote by k and x the associated curvature and torsion. For the Frenet moving frame of p, {v, , v.,, v3} , the usual equations v'3 = xv2 and x = det[p , p , p ] • \p x p \~ express the equivalence between the three conditions: stationary osculating plane, null torsion, and third order singularity.
Searching R for examples of closed curves with nonvanishing torsion, we found that they were not obvious and references to them are minimal and not explicit. The most interesting fact is that obstructions to the existence of such curves are related to convexity.
The four-vertex theorem in its spatial version states that "a simple closed curve lying on a strictly convex surface has at least four points of vanishing torsion (vertices)." A relationship between this theorem and its well-known plane version was already established by A. Kneser in 1912 [12] : The stereographic image of a plane curve vertex (k =0) is a point of null torsion for the spheric curve. The version for strictly convex surfaces (met by any line in at most two points) was stated by H. Morhmann in 1917 [15] , the first complete proof being given in 1958 by M. Barner and F. Flohr [3] .
Other related results have been stated for simple closed curves: "If the curve meets no plane in more than four points, it has exactly four vertices" (P. Scherk and B. Segre in [20] ). Having at least four vertices is also implied for each of the following two conditions: (i) through each two points of the curve there is a plane not meeting it elsewhere (M. Barner [2] ) and (ii) there is no pair of parallel tangents (B. Segre [21] ). No trisecants and no cross-tangents implies two vertices (S. Jones [10] ). It is a conjecture (P. Scherk) that the four-vertex theorem is valid for convex curves (lying on the boundary of their convex hulls). J. Bisztriczky [4] showed that this is true for inflexional curves having no trisecants and meeting any plane in a finite number of points. A generic version for that is to be found in [19] .
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The convex barrier leads us to look for twisted closed curves spiraling on a torus. Consider the standard torus in space obtained by rotating a unit-radius circle around an axis, the distance of which to the center is a > 1 . The (q, p)-curve spins p times in the vertical sense and q times in the horizontal sense. In cylindrical coordinates this is given by r = a A-cos(n8), z -sin(nd), where n = p/q and 8 varies in an interval of length 2nq . This can also be given in Cartesian coordinates by a(t) = {acost A-\ cos(« A-l)t A-\ cos(n -l)t, asint A-\ sin{n + \)t -A sin(« -1 )/, sin t).
We remark that these are simple closed curves and are knotted whenever q / 1 and p and q are coprime.
Analyzing the torsion of those curves (see also Figures 1 and 2 ) we obtain the following: Proposition 1. The {q, p) curve on a standard torus in space with radii in proportion to a > I is of nonvanishing torsion if and only if for n = p/q we have n~ > 1 and 2n2+l 2 .
--.-< a < n A-I. n -1
As a direct consequence of this result we have the following: (i) Only on a thin torus {a > 2) is it possible to find n such that the (1, n) curve {or (q, p)-curve) has nonvanishing torsion. (ii) There exists a (q, p)-curve with nonvanishing torsion on some conveniently proportioned torus if and only if we have (|)" > 1 + \/3.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 1 is carried out by direct calculation. We take the matrix M(t) whose columns are the coordinate vectors a , a", and torus always has points of null torsion. a with respect to the appropriate moving frame vx = (cosí, sint, 0), v2 = (-sin/, cosí, 0), u3 = (0, 0, 1). Operating successively with line-equivalence in M(t), we conclude that the condition of linear dependence of a , a" , and a" occurs if and only if x = cos nt is a root of the polynomial P(x) = -(n2 -1 )x3 + 2a(2n2 + 1 )x2 + [2n(n + 2) -a(n -\)\x -an(n + 2).
Analyzing the growth of this polynomial for -1 < x < 1 , we can complete the proof by following these three steps:
(i) p(0) = -a2n2(n2 + 2) < 0, for all n and all a ;
(ii) P(l) = (l-n2)a2 + (-n4 + 2n2 + 2)a + 2n4 + 3n2 + l,andso P(l) >0
for « < 1 ;
(iii) for « > 1 , checking the roots and signs of P(l) and P(-l), we see that 2"J1 < a < n" A-I is a necessary condition for P(x) having no roots for -1 < x < 1 .
To verify its sufficiency we observe first that in this case, P'(x) always has two roots, x, < Xj and x7 > 1 (see Figure 3) . As Xf and x2 are respectively local minimum and maximum for P(x), the highest value for P(x), -1 < x < 1 , will be P(-l) or P(l). Since in this case P(-l) < 0 and P(\) < 0, P(x) is never zero in this interval.
Remarks. Here are some remarks.
(i) For n = 1 we have the diagonal curve which has four, three, or two points of null torsion according to a > 2 (thin tori), a = 2 , or a < 2 ; (ii) Proposition 1 is still valid for irrational n (open dense curves) and for 0 < a < 1 (tori with self-intersection). As mentioned before, bibliographic references to closed curves with nonvanishing torsion are scarce. One merit of Proposition 1, therefore, is that it provides a class of explicit algebraic examples. Whether there exist algebraic closed curves with constant torsion is still an open question [22] . Reference [8] deals with the number n(a) of triply tangent planes to a curve with nonvanishing torsion and makes a unique explicit reference to such curves as the (2, 3)-curve on a properly proportioned radii torus which has n(a) -2. According to our result, this curve always has points of null torsion since (|) < 1 + \/3 . Could it be deformed slightly in order to be twisted and still have n(a) = 2? We believe that the (1, 3)-curve, although unknotted, can serve the same purpose. What about the other (q , p)-curves?
Deformations. We may consider deformations of closed space curves preserving the independence of their derivatives, namely the first, second, and third order homotopy (through immersions) and isotopy (through embeddings) classification. For the first order, we have just one homotopy class (H. Whitney) and the isotopy classification is a central problem of knot theory. For the second order, there are two homotopy classes of closed curves with nonvanishing curvature (E. Feldman [6] ) and the isotopy classes are determined by the knot class plus the self-linking number (W. Pohl and J. Dillon, unpublished, see [17] and [18] ). For the third order, there are four homotopy classes of closed curves with nonvanishing torsion (J. Little [13] ) and the isotopy classification is still open, although it has been solved for a large class of curves. It is conjectured that the same condition for second order isotopy applies (J. Little [14] ).
For the (q, p)-curves on torus satisfying Proposition 1, the representatives of the four homotopy classes are given by positive or negative n and by even or odd p + q . This can be seen by analyzing their spherical tangent indicatrices. As the original curves have nonvanishing torsion, they must have a double point [7] . Using the symmetry of the (q, /?)-curve (a 2S2 sector rotated p times), we see (Figure 4 ) that the projection of its spherical tangent indicatrices on the xy plane is a curve with rotation number pA-q and will fit the four classes in [13] , as stated above. Finally, we remark that among the curves given by Proposition 1 we have infinitely many self-linking numbers.
Closed twisted curves in R'"
Simple examples of twisted curves in R"' are given by open curves like (?,/",..., t'"). The complex curve (z, z , ... , z" ) will induce closed twisted curves for even m , but as in R , we cannot find such natural examples for odd values of m .
The equivalence between third order singularity and null torsion can be extended using higher order curvatures (see [9] and [11] ). For C'"+ curves which have linearly independent derivatives up to order m -1, the moving Frenet frame is constructed as it is in usual space using the Gram-Schmidt process. We get orthonormal vectors Ex.Em-\ anc* ac*d the 'ast vector as the ur>it Moreover, using the relationship k¡ -\È(-]e i , we can see that all the curvatures up to order m-l are constant. For odd dimension, curves with constant nonvanishing curvatures cannot be closed. As is shown in [1] , those curves must be helices ß(t) = (a(t), at + b) where a(t) is as above. That is why, as in R , closed twisted curves are not given in such a natural way in odd dimensional spaces. Nevertheless, they could be obtained from curves described in Proposition 1 by a reduction process as follows:
Lemma. The curve (a(t), cospt, sinpt) in R'" is twisted ifand only if p aA-a" is twisted.
Proposition 2. For m = 3 + 2k and rational px, ... , pk with p{ j^ p-, there exists a curve u in R such that a(t) = (u(t), cospxt, sinpxt, ... , cospkt, sin pkt) is a simple closed twisted curve. u(t) can be chosen as a (q, p)-cxxrve on an elliptic torus, where n = | satisfies Proposition 1.
The statement of the lemma is given by the calculations of the order m determinant of the derivatives up to order m through line-equivalence and the generalized Laplace rule. The proof of Proposition 2 is carried out by induction on /c . The curve u is obtained by recursion on the differential operator of the lemma ß = \pk] ■ ■ ■ \px](u)(*), where [p¡](a) = pa + a" and ß must be a twisted curve in space. We observe that if we choose ß as a (1, «)-curve on a torus and restrict ourselves to the class of curves u(t) = (A cost A-Bcos(n + l)t + Ccos(n -1 )t, Esint A-F sin(n + 1 )t + G sin(n -1 )t, H sin nt), where n + ±p. and n ¿ ±p¡ ± 1, n > 1 + \ß, p¡ ¿ ±1, then (*) has a solution u in the same class.
As an example, we get ß(t) = (u(t), cosAt, sin At) twisted in R choosing « = 2 and a -A, where / 3 i 7 i 1 u(t) = I -cos l A--cos 3t, -sin / + -sin 3t, -sin 2t
Here u(t) is a (1, 2)-curve on an elliptic torus.
The four-vertex theorem for curves on a cylinder
We consider closed curves on a standard cylinder in space given by a(t) = (f(t), cospt, sinpt), where / is a C real periodic function with period 2n . We note that these curves are not the kind covered by the four-vertex versions (see Figure 5) we listed in §2.
It is a consequence of our lemma for m = 3 that they have at least two vertices, since p'f + f" as a periodic function has at least two critical points in its period. For p = 1 , we have simple graphic curves and the M. Barner condition applies. The previous lemma reduces the four-vertex theorem for these curves to the following statement:
For every real periodic C function f of period 2n , f" + j has at least four zeros in this period.
Proof. We give a proof of this result using the induced real function of a complex variable defined on the circle S . This proof is carried out according to the following sketch:
(i) If fsig(z)ds = 0 and g has at most three zeros in 5 , then ¡s,zg{z)ds¿0.
The underlying idea here is that of mass center (suggested to me by D. Sullivan). As we have at most three zeros, the circle is divided into at most two intervals, where g is positive (/?,) and negative (/?.,). See Figure 6 . If we think of \g(z)\ as a density function, we have fsi zg(z)ds = 2n(Cx -C2), where C, and C, are the mass centers, of Rx and Z\n respectively. So this integral cannot be zero.
(ii) As g = f' A-f"' satisfies ¡si g(z)ds = 0 and /5t zg{z)ds = 0 (from the Fourier series expansion of / we see that the series of g(s) cos s and g(s) sin 5 do not have constant terms), we use (i) to conclude that g = f + j must have at least four roots.
The relationship between higher order singularities and the global geometry of manifolds is by far the most interesting subject related to this article. It is very possible that the convexity relations, which are given for curves by the four-vertex theorem, can be extended to manifolds of higher dimension.
